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Frontiers of Philosophy in China (FPC) aims to disseminate new scholarly achievements in the
field of broadly defined philosophy, and to promote philosophical research of the highest level by
publishing peer-reviewed academic articles that facilitate communication and cooperation among
philosophers in China and abroad. The journal covers nearly all the main branches of philosophy,
with priority given to original works on Chinese philosophy and to comparative studies between
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Submissions are expected to be in full accordance with the format style of FPC. Some basic
guidelines are as follows:
1. The length of the articles should not exceed 8,000 words, including footnotes and bibliography.
An abstract of 150–200 words and 3–6 keywords should be provided. Book reviews should be
2,500 words or less.
2. Use pinyin without tone/diacritical marks to denote names of Chinese people and geographical
locations; non-pinyin spellings should be used only in the cases where Wade-Giles or other
transliterations have been widely adopted (e.g., Wing-tsit Chan), or in quotations or titles. Chinese
characters can be provided if necessary.
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the Main Points of the Six Schools” (Lun Liujia Yaozhi 论 六 家 要 旨 ); History of Chinese
Philosophy (Zhongguo Zhexueshi 中 国 哲 学 史 ). Subsequent appearances should be either in
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4. Citations in the text and in footnotes should follow the author–date–page format, for example,
(Legge 1991, 133). If pages are not needed, and the author’s surname appears in the sentence, the
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5. Use footnotes to provide further comment, explanation, or information that the text cannot
accommodate, as well as bibliographic information containing either sources or evaluative
comments on sources.
6. All cited literature must be listed in the References, and all listed literature in the References
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7. Sources of financial support for research, and contributions of colleagues or institutions should
be acknowledged. Acknowledgements should be provided between the text and the references.
8. Authors publishing in the journal will be asked to sign a Copyright Transfer Statement. In
signing the statement it is assumed that authors have obtained permission to use any copyrighted
or previously published material. Authors must read and agree to the conditions outlined in the
statement, and must sign the statement or agree that the corresponding author can sign on their
behalf. Articles cannot be published until a signed Copyright Transfer Statement is received by the
publisher.

